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CARTER ADDS NEW “ART OF BANDSAW BOXES” DVD TO LINE-UP

Grand Rapids MI • As any woodworker knows, the bandsaw is one of the most versatile tools in the shop. Since

1929, Carter Products has been improving the capabilities and accuracy of bandsaws with their broad range of

production enhancement products.

Now, drawing on the skills of professional woodworker Alex Snodgrass, Carter has produced a new DVD

demonstrating how to build beautiful boxes using the bandsaw as the primary tool. The boxes are dramatically

shaped, featuring curves and fitted parts. With some simple finishing they make great decorative storage gifts for

jewelry, coins or other small keepsakes.

Using the most popular bandsaw, a 14” model, Snodgrass gives the viewer step-by-step instructions on how to

produce three different boxes.

In addition to the video instructions, viewers can download the project drawings through a special web link.

The DVD is available through Carter’s website; www.carterproducts.com, for $19.95. Distributors of Carter

products will also be invited to stock it.

In addition to being a professional woodworker, Snodgrass has been involved in product development for Carter

Products and a featured demonstrator in Carter’s trade show exhibits for many years. His “reindeer from a single

block of wood” are highly prized tradeshow giveaways.

Carter Products has been a leading supplier of productivity-enhancing products since 1929. Their line of band

saw accessories is the broadest in the industry, including guides and tires for nearly every model of bandsaw on

the market, past and present. Carter also offers a full range of precision laser systems for pattern projection,

templating and positioning, as well as line lasers. In addition to inspection lighting, other products include the

innovative Carter Flip-Pod® vacuum part holddown system for CNC manufacturing, precision calibration

instruments for widebelt sanding applications, and much more.

For more information contact: Carter Products Company, Inc., 2871 Northridge Dr. NW, Grand Rapids, MI 49544.

Toll-Free: 888-622-7837 • Phone: 616-647-3380 • Fax: 616-647-3387. Web: www.carterproducts.com.
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This new DVD from Carter Products demonstrates how to make beautiful crafts boxes

using the bandsaw as the primary shaping tool. It is available through Carter’s website;

www.carterproducts.com for $19.95.


